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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a method to detect semantical-coordinate terms. We often use semantical-coordinate terms
as objects of comparative validation and examples for the given term, and then linguistic expressions and knowledge
processing are enriched. Semantical-coordinate terms should be hyponyms of a same hypernym, and their usage and
concepts should be similar. However hierarchical knowledge is useful to view concepts, hierarchically coordinate terms
are sometimes inappropriate as semantical-coordinate terms for our suppositions, because some of them might have
multiple hypernyms and general perceptions of the terms are not taken in the consideration. On the other hand, using
only Web context to detect semantical-coordinate terms, concepts of the terms are not taken in the consideration while
public perceptions and their usages might be incorporated. Therefore we propose hybrid method using both hierarchical
knowledge and Web snippets. We conducted bench scale tests to detect semantical-coordinate terms of some terms and
discuss about the results in this paper. Through the tests and discussions, we conﬁrmed that the semantical-coordinate
terms detected by our proposed method were not only hierarchically but also semantically and intuitively appropriate.
c© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Semantic Coordination, Knowledge Discovery
1. Introduction
Relations among knowledge can be used in our daily communication and intelligent systems in order to
clarify the detail of the knowledge and discover new perspective about the knowledge. Especially, coordina-
tion is one of the most available relations among knowledge. We use coordinate terms that have semantically
similar concepts as objects in comparative validation and examples of the given term. Such terms make us
to not only well understand the topic but also enrich our linguistic expressions and knowledge processing.
Coordinate terms can be deﬁned as the terms that have a same hypernym. Ooshima et al. proposed a
method to quickly detect coordinate terms from only Web context using “OR,” and they focused on that
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terms connected by “OR” might be often coordinate terms [1]. However, the terms connected by “OR” are
not always coordinate terms and some of them detected by their method can be not comparative, because
they used only Web context and the concepts of the terms are not taken in the consideration.
Bouquet et al. proposed an algorithm for mapping semantic coordination of hierarchical classiﬁcation
using relationships between knowledge [2]. Structured knowledge database such as WordNet in various
languages [3, 4, 5] describes meanings, relations and hyponymy, however, their knowledge is ﬁxed and does
not cover new words and proper names. Sumida et al. and Yamada et al. proposed automated hyponymy
extraction method from Wikipedia [6, 7]. Using their method, we can obtain the hierarchical concepts which
includes new words and proper name. We can well recognize concepts of a given term as using the extracted
hypernym and hyponym of the term as the description information.
Though a hierarchical knowledge is useful to just view, it is too huge and complex to intuitively know
relations among knowledge. Terms on the same layer in a hierarchical knowledge are related on their up-
per concept, and the relation may be right in thesaurus. Some terms on the same layer in a hierarchical
knowledge are strongly related in some contexts, and the others might be not. For example, “Ritsumeikan
University,” “Kyoto University,” “Doshisha University,” “Gakushuin University” and “University of Tokyo”
can be assumed as “University in Japan” in a hierarchical knowledge. Then, “Ritsumeikan University,”
“Kyoto University” and “Doshisha University” are strongly related as “University in west Japan,” and also
“Ritsumeikan University,” “Doshisha University” and “Gakushuin University” are strongly related as “Pri-
vate university in Japan.” The related terms on the same layer in a hierarchical knowledge can be divided into
some groups depends on some contexts. Thus, some ingenuities are needed to obtain usable relations among
knowledge from hierarchical knowledge; we can not directly extract coordinate terms that have semantically
similar concepts from hierarchical knowledge.
We believe that usable coordinate terms should be not only just hierarchically coordinate, but also se-
mantically and intuitively appropriate as the comparative terms. In this paper, we deﬁne such terms as
“semantical-coordinate terms,” and describe a method to detect semantical-coordinate terms using both
Web snippets and hierarchical knowledge. The general procedure of our method is described as follows;
1. Search a given query from hierarchical knowledge and ﬁnd its hypernym.
2. If the query has multiple hypernyms, the intended hypernym is determined by interaction.
3. Extract hyponyms of the determined hypernyms as semantical-coordinate term candidates.
4. Remove inappropriate terms from the candidates using Web snippets.
In our method, we obtain semantical-coordinate term candidates of a given query that have a same hypernym
using hierarchical knowledge. Then intuitively inappropriate terms for semantical-coordination are removed
from the candidates with reﬂecting public perceptions inferred by using Web snippets of the candidates.
However we use Hyponymy Extraction tool proposed by Sumida et al. in order to obtain hierarchical
knowledge database and conduct experiments in Japanese1, the basic idea of our method can be applied in
other databases and languages.
We will detail our method, extracting semantical-coordinate term candidates from hierarchical knowl-
edge and the problem in Section 2, removing inappropriate terms from the candidates using Web snippets in
Section 3. Then we conducted bench scale tests to detect semantical-coordinate terms, and the examples of
the semantical-coordinate terms detected by the proposed method and discussion about the results will be
described in Section 4. In Section 5, we will conclude this paper and describe our future work.
2. Semantical-coordinate Term Candidates from Hierarchical Knowledge.
Though thesaurus structure is often explained as tree concepts with hypernym and hyponym, some
terms have plural hypernyms and hyponyms. Such terms can not be shown under a single concept, thus it is
reasonable to say that the structure is network rather than tree. For example, as the hypernym of “東京スカ
1The native language for authors
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Table 1. The example of hierarchical coordinate terms of “東京スカイツリー (Tokyo Sky Tree)” corresponding to each hypernym: “
塔 (Tower)” and “東京の観光地 (Tourist spots in Tokyo)”
Hypernym Hyponyms
“かつて存在した塔 (Towers exists in some time ago),”
“ワシントン記念塔 (Washington Monument),”
“舞子タワー (Maiko tower),” “ワルシャワラジオ塔 (Warsaw radio mast),”
“塔 “法隆寺五重塔 (Five-story pagoda in Horyuji temple),”
(Tower)” “製靴職人の塔 (Schusterturm),” “ヨーロッパ文明の塔 (Berfrey),”
“木造仏塔 (Wood pagota),” “綱職人の塔 (Seilerturm),”
“その他の塔 (Other towers),” and etc.
“すみだ水族館 (Sumida Aquarium),” “スポーツ (sports),”
“オルゴールの小さな博物館 (Orugoru no Chiisana Hakubutsukan),”
“サンリオピューロランド (SANRIO PUROLAND),”
“東京の観光地 “明治神宮宝物殿 (Treasure Museum in Meiji Jingu Shrine),”
(Tourist spots in Tokyo)” “哲学堂公園 (Tetsugakudo park),” “六本木 (Roppongi),”
“江戸東京博物館 (EDO-TOKYO MUSEUM),”
“オテルドミクニ (HOTEL DE MIKUNI),” “水道橋 (Suidobashi bridge),”
and etc.
イツリー (Tokyo Sky Tree)2,” we can obtain “塔 (tower),” “東京都の観光地 (tourist spots in Tokyo),” and
others from Wikipedia. The obtained hypernyms are hierarchically correct and truly can be descriptions of
the term, however the concepts shown by the hypernyms are far from each other.
Hyponyms of each hypernym naturally diﬀer, and also appropriate coordinate terms might diﬀer de-
pending on a hypernym. For example, Table 1 shows example of hyponyms of “塔 (tower)” and “東京都
の観光地 (tourist spots in Tokyo)”, which are hierarchical coordinate terms of “東京スカイツリー (Tokyo
Sky Tree)” corresponding to each hyponym. As shown in the table, most hyponym of each hypernym is
reasonable to be coordinate terms with “東京スカイツリー (Tokyo Sky Tree)” on each hypernym, however
each subset of hyponym shows diﬀerent concept. It is diﬀerent that which term can be semantically coordi-
nate and comparative depending on the concept. Therefore an interaction of intent is needed: “What is your
intended concept of the query?” should be asked, and then multiple concepts in hierarchical knowledge can
be resolved by the interaction.
In Table 1, while all terms may be hierarchically coordinate terms each other on each hypernym and
most terms roughly can be just coordinate terms. However, some of them are intuitively inappropriate as
semantical-coordinate terms for “東京スカイツリー (Tokyo Sky Tree)” on each hypernym. For example,
“かつて存在した塔 (Towers exists in some time ago)” and “その他の塔 (Other towers)” in hyponym of “塔”
are hierarchically reasonable, however they mean generic entry names and so they are not comparative terms
of “東京スカイツリー (Tokyo Sky Tree)” which means a landmark tower. Furthermore “スポーツ (Sports)”
in hyponym of “東京の観光地 (tourist spots in Tokyo)” means one of activities, and is inappropriate as
tourist spots in Tokyo even if some tourists might enjoy sports in Tokyo during their tours. These terms
should be rejected as the semantical-coordinate terms.
We would like to particularly explain the cause of these unhoped-for matter using Figure 1. In the Figure,
“A” and “N” each means a given query and the hypernym respectively, then “B” and “C” are hierarchically
coordinate terms of “A,” “M” means another hypernym of “C.” Here, as concepts of “N” and “M” diﬀers
and “C” can be represented by “M” better than “N,” “C” can be inappropriate as semantical-coordinate term
of “A.” That is to say, hyponyms related with a given query by a hypernym are just hierarchically coordinate
and candidates of semantical-coordinate term of the query, and some inappropriate terms should be removed
from the candidates.
2We believe that we must not modify the original experimental results, thus we hereafter describe examples in original Japanese
text. For international reading, the meaning and readings in English are shown in parentheses.
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These concepts differ
Hierarchical-coordinate
terms of A
Fig. 1. Explanatory diagram of hierarchical coordination
3. Removing Inappropriate Terms from Semantical-coordinate Term Candidates
As shown in Section 2, hierarchically coordinate terms may include semantically inappropriate coordi-
nate terms. To detect appropriate semantical-coordinate terms of a given query, public perceptions for the
term should be incorporated to the detection. Here, we have to consider how we ﬁgure out if the term is
appropriate to be semantical-coordinate terms of a given query or not. We believe that the related knowl-
edge with a given query and term is used in the ﬁgure out, and it can be shown by the related words with
the query and term. The related knowledge with a given query and term may be useful to understand that
how the query and term are generally recognized. Then the similarity between the related knowledge with
a given query and the semantical-coordinate term candidate is calculated, and used to evaluate whether the
candidate is appropriate as the semantical-coordinate term of the query or not.
3.1. Similarity between snippet knowledge of a given query and the semantical-coordinate term candidates
In this paper, we use Web snippets as the related knowledge (i.e., the related words) with a given query
and semantical-coordinate term candidates. Web snippets mean abridged sentences of Web pages, and then
sentences around an search term can be shown as the abridged sentences on search engines. We use just
a given query and the each semantical-coordinate term candidate as a search term for Google3, which is
one of the most widely-used search engine. Then, a given query and the each semantical-coordinate term
candidate is each enclosed in double quotes as search term to search for the exact term. We use the top ten
snippets of a given search term as related words with the term; people may see only the top ten pages when
they would like to know about a search term, thus we consider the top ten pages are suﬃcient as knowledge
resource. Hereafter, we refer to the top ten snippets as “snippet knowledge.”
From snippet knowledge of a given search term, we extract terms whose lexical classes are follow-
ing noun parts:“名詞–固有名詞 (proper name),” “名詞–一般 (general noun),” “名詞–サ変接続 (Sahen-
declensional noun),” “名詞–ナイ形容詞語幹 (thematic parts of adjective),” “名詞–接尾 (suﬃx noun).” And
then normalized term frequency (TF) proposed by Harman is calculated for the each extracted term. Nor-
malized TF of term i in snippet knowledge j: t f (i, j) can be shown as follow;
t f (i, j) =
log2( f req(i, j) + 1)
log2(NoT j)
, (1)
3http://www.google.co.jp/
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where, f req(i, j) shows frequency of term i in snippet knowledge j. And NoT j shows number of term
pattern, that is, it means how many kinds of term in snippet knowledge j. Then we calculate the cosine
similarity between a given query and the each semantical-coordinate term candidate as follow;
cos( Q, Ck) =
Σ
|V |
i=1QiCki√
Σ
|V |
i=1Q
2
i ·
√
Σ
|V |
i=1Ck
2
i
, (2)
where, Q and Ck each means vector of a given query and semantical-coordinate term candidate k respec-
tively, and the vector element is the normalized TF value. And |V | means number of term pattern in both
snippet knowledge of a given query and semantical-coordinate term candidate k.
3.2. Normalization of similarity of snippet knowledge for each hypernym
The calculated cosine similarity can be not directly used as similarity index, because ranges of cosine
similarity markedly diﬀer depending on a given query and the hypernym. If the hypernym shows global
concept and bundles varied terms, varied words may be included in snippet knowledge of the hyponym,
i.e., a given query and the semantical coordinate term candidates. And then, the cosine similarity between
the given query and the semantical-coordinate term candidate tends to be low even though the candidate
is appropriate to be semantically coordinate for our natural intuition. On the other hand, if the hypernym
shows limited concept and bundles uniform terms, the cosine similarity between the snippet knowledge of
the query and the semantical-coordinate term candidate tends to be high.
Therefore, we conduct data cleansing that the cosine similarities between a given query and the each
semantical-coordinate term candidate are normalized for each hypernym. The normalized cosine similarity
between a given query Q and the semantical-coordinate term candidate Ck: N cos(Q,Ck) can be shown as
follow;
N cos(Q,Ck) =
cos( Q, Ck) −min{cos( Q, Cl), l = 1, . . . , L}
max{cos( Q, Cl), l = 1, . . . , L} −min{cos( Q, Cl), l = 1, . . . , L}
, (3)
where, L shows the number of the semantical-coordinate term candidates on a given hypernym. And then
the cosine similarities should be within 0 to 1 and the range can be equalized. We set a threshold value S
and remove the terms whose N cos is lower than S from the candidates. In this paper, we empirically set
S = 0.20.
This process looks the same as clustering, however, they diﬀer in nature. While all terms are clus-
tered based on a general concept in clustering, this approach just focuses on which term is inappropriate
as the semantical-coordinate term of a given query. Because the semantical-coordinate term candidates
extracted from hierarchical knowledge have been already clustered based on a general concept. And,
while semantical-coordinate terms can be detected for each hypernym by the normalization, this process
is designed on the assumption that at least one inappropriate term can be included in a set of semantical-
coordinate term candidates. This is particularly unproblematic because the most inappropriate term can be
removed by this process, and it is nothing wrong in our goal in this paper: the semantical-coordinate terms
detection. Incidentally, at least one inappropriate term was included in a set of semantical-coordinate term
candidates in our pre-analysis.
4. Bench Scale Tests to Detect Semantical-coordinate Terms and Discussions
We conducted bench scale tests to detect semantical-coordinate terms of some queries, and the queries
are determined by reference to “Google search ranking 2012 in Japan” and the related papers. We used
Hyponymy Extraction tool proposed by Sumida et al. in order to obtain hierarchical knowledge database,
and the experimenter arbitrarily determined the hypernym in case the query have plural hypernyms. It is
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Table 2. Example of the detected semantical-coordinate terms of “堀北真希 (Maki Horikita)” as “日本の女優 (Japanese actress)” and
the removed terms.
Query The hypernym The detected semantical-coordinate terms The removed terms
“上戸彩 (Aya Ueto),” “須田亜香里 (Akari Suda),”
“生井亜実 (Ami Namai),” “田川恵理 (Eri Tagawa),”
“堀北真希 “日本の女優 “松雪泰子 (Yasuko Matsuyuki),” “二本柳俊衣
(Maki Horikita)” (Japanese actress)” “伊藤歩 (Ayumi Ito),” (Toshie Nihonyanagi),”
“芦名星 (Sei Ashina),” and etc.
and etc.
diﬃcult to objectively evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method because it depends on application;
both number of the semantical-coordinate term candidates and the removed terms diﬀer depending on a
given query and the concept. Thus, in order to show performance and availability of the proposed method,
we describe several distinctive examples and the discussions, and the ratio of the removed terms to whole
semantical coordinate term candidates. Let us note in passing, most of the detected semantical-coordinate
terms of given queries is appropriate as same as the following examples.
Table 2 shows the example of detected semantical-coordinate terms of “堀北真希 (Maki Horikita)” as “
日本の女優 (Japanese actress)” and the removed terms. The ratio of the removed terms to whole candidates
was 10.0 %. As shown in the Table, we believe that we could obtain appropriate semantical-coordinate terms
of “堀北真希 (Maki Horikita),” who is a Japanese actress and in so many famous TV dramas. The detected
semantical-coordinate terms were all Japanese actress, because the semantical-coordinate term candidates
were extracted from hyponyms of “日本の女優 (Japanese actress)” in a hierarchical knowledge database.
If we try to detect just coordinate terms of “堀北真希 (Maki Horikita)” using only Web context, also some
acts are surely detected as the coordinate terms. Then, the terms are lack of concept and may not be used
as objects in comparative validation and example. How we assume a given query, that is a concept of the
query, was taken in the consideration, thus our method could detect the semantical-coordinate terms of
the query. On the other hand, focusing on the removed terms, the terms were appropriate to be removed.
Whereas “堀北真希 (Maki Horikita)” is famous young actress and in TV, “須田亜香里 (Akari Suda)” is
a little-known idol singer and not in TV, “田川惠理 (Eri Tagawa)” was already retired before she became
famous, and “二本柳俊衣 (Toshie Nihonyanagi)” is signiﬁcantly older than “堀北真希 (Maki Horikita).”
4.1. Detection of the semantical-coordinate terms corresponding to each hypernym
In this subsection, we test and discuss about the semantical-coordinate terms and the removed terms of a
query which has multiple hypernyms. Table 3 shows the example of the each detected semantical-coordinate
terms of “パナソニック (Panasonic)” as “多国籍企業 (Multinational company)” and “日本の電気機器メー
カー (Japan’s electrical and electronic equipment manufacturers)” and each removed terms. The ratio of the
removed terms to whole candidates was each 16.1% and 38.7% for “多国籍企業 (Multinational company)”
and “日本の電気機器メーカー (Japan’s electrical and electronic equipment manufacturers),” respectively.
As shown in the Table, ﬁrst of all, the detected semantical coordinate terms diﬀer depending on each
hypernym: “多国籍企業 (Multinational company)” and “日本の電気機器メーカー (Japan’s electrical and
electronic equipment manufacturers).” Construing “パナソニック (Panasonic)” as “多国籍企業 (Japan’s
electrical and electronic equipment manufacturers),” companies which are famous all over the world and
based in varied country were detected as the semantical-coordinate terms. On the other hand, constru-
ing “パナソニック (Panasonic)” as “日本の電気機器メーカー (Japan’s electrical and electronic equip-
ment manufacturers),” only Japan’s electrical and electronic equipment manufacturers were detected as the
semantical-coordinate terms. We believe that the detected semantical-coordinate terms and removed terms
were appropriate for our natural intuition. Whereas “パナソニック (Panasonic)” is an electronic manufac-
turer, “ウォルト・ディズニー・カンパニー (The Walt Disney Company)” mainly provides entertainment as
operating amusement parks, “ケズウィック・ファミリー (The Keswick family)” is the ﬁnancial combine.
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Table 3. Example of the detected semantical-coordinate terms of “パナソニック (Panasonic)” as “多国籍企業 (Multinational company)”
and “日本の電気機器メーカー (Japan’s electrical and electronic equipment manufacturers) and the each removed terms.
Query The hypernym The detected semantical-coordinate terms The removed terms
“LG 化学 (LG Chem),” “ウォルト・ディズニー・カンパニー
“エリコン (Oerlikon),” (The Walt Disney Company),”
“オラクル (Oracle),” “アルプス電機 (ALPS)”
“多国籍企業 “インテゴ (Intego),” “ケズウィック・ファミリー
(Multinational “エーザイ (Eisai),” (The Keswick family),”
company)” “グローリー (Glory),” “ソフトバンク (SoftBank),”
“クリスピー・クリーム・ドーナツ “フィリップモリス (Philip Morris),” and etc.
(Krispy Kreme Doughnuts),”
“沖電気工業 (OKI)” and etc.
“パナソニック “シャープ (SHARP),” “アイ・オー・データ機器
(Panasonic)” “ソニーイーエムシーエス (I-O DATA DEVICE, INC.),”
“日本の電気 (Sony EMCS Corporation),” “エーオーアール (AOR, Ltd.),”
機器メーカー “ユーイング (U-ING),” “キヤノン電子
(Japan’s electrical “沖電気工業 (OKI),” (CANON ELECTRONICS INC),”
and electronic equip- “船井電機 (FUNAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.),” “富士通 IT プロダクツ
ment manufacturers) “日本電気 (NEC Corporation),” (FUJITSU IT PRODUCTS LIMITED),”
“ツインバード工業 “八木アンテナ
(TWINBIRD CORPORATION)” and etc. (YAGI ANTENNA INC.)” and etc.
However “アルプス電機 (ALPS)” is multinational company and one of electronic manufacturer, it provides
a manufacturer of electronic components whereas “パナソニック (Panasonic)” covers varied electronic
equipments and products. We generally do not think company name from “ソフトバンク (SoftBank)” and
“フィリップモリス (Philip Morris),” they are each known as communication service and product name
than multinational company, respectively. However “クリスピー・クリーム・ドーナツ (Krispy Kreme
Doughnuts)” was detected as semantical-coordinate term of “パナソニック (Panasonic)” which is a multi-
national electronic manufacturer, we naturally image product name from “クリスピー・クリーム・ドー
ナツ (Krispy Kreme Doughnuts).” Thus “クリスピー・クリーム・ドーナツ (Krispy Kreme Doughnuts)”
should be removed from the semantical-coordinate term candidates, and it may be said that this case can be
as a bad example.
On the other hand, construing “パナソニック (Panasonic)” as “日本の電気機器メーカー (Japan’s electri-
cal and electronic equipment manufacturers),” the detected semantical-coordinate terms were all electronic
manufacturer based in Japan. Though the removed terms were also electronic manufacturer based in Japan,
it can be reasonable for the terms to be removed. Whereas “パナソニック (Panasonic)” covers so varied
electronic equipments, “エーオーアール (AOR, Ltd.)” is a company speciﬁc to wireless applications. And,
whereas “パナソニック (Panasonic)” is corporate parent, “キヤノン電子 (CANON ELECTRONICS INC)”
and “富士通 ITプロダクツ (FUJITSU IT PRODUCTS LIMITED)” are both aﬃliated companies. From “
アイ・オー・データ機器 (I-O DATA DEVICE, INC.)” and “八木アンテナ (YAGI ANTENNA INC.),” we
generally think not electronic manufacturer but products.
The proposed method realizes to resolve the semantic polysemy of a given query by focusing on a
hypernym as a concept. Through the results and discussions, we suggest that the appropriate semantical-
coordinate terms of a given query on each intend concept could be detected.
4.2. Detection of the semantical-coordinate terms for queries on a same hypernym
In this subsection, we discuss about how the semantical-coordinate terms diﬀer for each query on a
same hypernym. Table 4 shows example of the each detected semantical-coordinate terms of “縄文杉
(Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom)” as “木 (Tree)” and the each removed terms. The each ratio
of the removed terms to whole candidates for “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom)” was
32.2% and 51.6%, respectively. As shown in the Table, all the detected semantical-coordinate terms and
the removed terms of both “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom)” mean tree which is
the hypernym. Then there were characteristic diﬀerence between the semantical-coordinate terms and the
removed terms for each query.
The proposed method detected trees shown by proper names as the semantical-coordinate terms of “
縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi),” and removed trees shown by general noun. “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” is the largest
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Table 4. Example of the each detected semantical-coordinate terms of “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom)” as “木
(Tree)” and the each removed terms.
Query The hypernym The detected semantical-coordinate terms The removed terms
“シャーマン将軍の木 (General Sherman),” “サクラ (Cherry blossom),”
“トゥーレの木 (A´rbol del Tule),” “グミ (Oleaster),” “イチジク (Ficus),”
“旧細川邸のシイ “トウシキミ (Illicium),”
(A chinquapin in old Hosokawa’s house),” “陰樹 (Shade tree),”
“縄文杉 “葛見神社の大クス “アーケオプテリス (Archaeopteris),”
(Jo¯mon sugi)” (Big camphor tree in Kuzumi shrine) “ミツバウツギ (Bladdernut),”
“三島神社のキンモクセイ “クロモジ属 (Lindera),” and etc.
(a fragrant orange-colored
olive in Mishima shrine),”
“ゲルニカの樹 (the tree of Gernika)” and etc.
“木 “イチジク (Ficus),” “クロモジ属 (Lindera),” “ゲルニカの樹 (the tree of Gernika),”
(Tree)” “トウシキミ (Illicium),” “旧細川邸のシイ (A chinquapin in old
“シラカンバ (Japanese white birch)4,” Hosokawa’s house),”
“タブノキ (Machilus thunbergii)4,” “シャーマン将軍の木 (General Sherman),”
“サクラ “ホオノキ (Magnolia obovata)4,” “トゥーレの木 (A´rbol del Tule),”
(Cherry blossom)” “ツブラジイ (Castanopsis cuspidata)4” “三島神社のキンモクセイ (a fragrant
“陰樹 (Shade tree),” orange-colored olive in Mishima shrine)
“ミツバウツギ (Bladdernut),” and etc. “グミ (Oleaster),”
“葛見神社の大クス (Big camphor tree
in Kuzumi shrine)”
‘神代桜 (Jindai sakura which means
ancient cherry blossom)4,” and etc.
and oldest cryptomeria tree on Yakushima island, and is recognized as a landmark tree; “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon
sugi)” shows the one and only tree in the world. Memorial and historical trees that means the one and only
tree in the world (e.g., “シャーマン将軍の木 (General Sherman)” and “トゥーレの木 (A´rbol del Tule)”)
are detected as the semantical-coordinate terms. On the other hand, the terms shown by general noun are
removed. These terms sometimes might be recognized as not only name of tree but also order, family and
genus name. That is to say, abstract terms are removed from the semantical-coordinate terms of “縄文杉
(Jo¯mon sugi)” which is a special term concerning the one and only landmark tree. Let us turn to “サクラ
(Cherry blossom),” the removed terms of “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” were detected as the semantical-coordinate
terms, and the semantical-coordinate terms of “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” were removed from candidates. We
believe that this result is appropriate for the semantical-coordinate terms detection, because “サクラ (Cherry
blossom)” sometimes can be also used as order and family name, and is not special term that shows one and
only tree. Incidentally, “グミ (Oleaster)” is removed from the semantical coordinate term candidates of both
“縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom).” General Japanese recognition of “グミ (Oleaster)”
might be more gummi candy than name of plant which means oleaster; the character “グミ (Oleaster)” is
used to mean both oleaster and gummi candy in Japanese. Thus the term should be intuitively inappropriate
as semantical-coordinate term of both “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom)” as “木 (Tree)”,
and it is rightly removed from the both candidates.
In this example, it is the fact that both “縄文杉 (Jo¯mon sugi)” and “サクラ (Cherry blossom)” can
be a hyponym of “木 (Tree)” on a general concept, however, focusing on characteristic of each query,
appropriate semantical-coordinate terms should diﬀer each other. We suggest that the proposed method
realize to detect the appropriate semantical-coordinate terms and remove the inappropriate terms from the
candidates depending on characteristics of each query.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we described a method to detect semantical-coordinate terms of a given query. Then we
used hierarchical knowledge which shows hyponymy in order to acquire a concept of the query, and ex-
tracted the candidates of the semantical-coordinate terms from the hierarchical knowledge. It is not satisﬁed
4This term is included in also the detected semantical-coordinate terms of “縄文杉.”
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only by using hierarchical knowledge to detect semantical-coordinate terms of a given query, because hier-
archically coordinate terms are not always semantically coordinate for our natural intuition. Therefore we
used Web snippets of the query and the semantical-coordinate term candidates in order to reﬂect public per-
ceptions. From Web snippets, we obtained the words used around the query and the each candidate: snippet
knowledge, and used each of them as the description of the query and each candidate term, respectively. The
normalized similarity between the snippet knowledge of the query and each candidate term is calculated,
and then inappropriate candidate terms, whose similarity is lower than a threshold value, can be removed
from the candidates of the semantical-coordinate terms. As a result, appropriate semantical-coordinate
terms of the query can be obtained for each concept which is shown by a hypernym, and inappropriate
terms can be rightly removed from the candidates. Through bench scale tests and discussions about the
results, we conclude that the detected terms were not only hierarchically but also intuitively appropriate as
the semantical-coordinate terms of a given query.
We focused on the semantical coordination on a given concept (i.e., hypernym) and the experimenter
selected a hypernym from plural hypernyms in this paper. However, the union set of the detected semantical-
coordinate terms on each hypernym might be assumed as the general semantical-coordinate terms of a
given query. And we targeted just a query and so the experimenter needed to interactively resolve multiple
hypernyms. Targeting a term in a document and speech, the hypernym of the term might be automatically
estimated by other words around the term in the document and speech. In our future, we will describe
these advanced methods. Additionally, we believe that the relative adjective value of a given query might
be automatically estimated by using the detected semantical-coordinate terms as comparative objects of the
query. This application approach will be described and reported in our future paper.
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